IRON EAGLE
Consumer Information and Cancellation Policy
Consumer information for distance selling and e-commerce contracts for the purchase of
cryptographic tokens called Nuco Development Tokens (“NCDTs”) of Iron Eagle Capital GmbH
Pursuant to § 312d (2) BGB in conjunction with Art. 246a § 1 (1) EGBGB and § 312i (1) BGB in conjunction
with Art. 246 c EGBGB, the consumer shall be provided with the following information on a durable
medium in good time before the submission of his contract declaration, if the contract is concluded
exclusively by means of distance communication (in other words, by letter, electronic communication
such as e-mail, Internet) or electronic commerce.
Detailed information on the cryptographic tokens offered can be found in the Iron Eagle Token General
Terms and Conditions (“GTC”), risk notices, and the white paper. The General Terms and Conditions, risk
notices, and white paper are available for download on the website https://nuco.cloud Iron Eagle
Capital GmbH (“Iron Eagle”). This consumer information is not a substitute for careful study of the Terms
and Conditions, the risk notices, and white paper.
Identity of the company,
register, registration
number

Iron Eagle Capital GmbH, registered in the commercial register of the district court
Augsburg under the registration number HRB 28251, represented by its managing
director Tobias Adler, Flurstrasse 1, 86368 Gersthofen.

Official address,
registered office, contact
details

Flurstrasse 1, 86368 Gersthofen.
Tel.: (+49) 821/430 733 00, Email: info@nuco.cloud, Website: https://nuco.cloud.

Key features of Nuco
development tokens
(NCDTs)

NCDTs are transferable cryptographic tokens based on the Ethereum Blockchain and
the ERC-20 standard.
NCDTs do not grant any rights of any kind with regard to the company. In particular,
NCDTs do not convey ownership, distribution, redemption, liquidation or ownership rights
(including any forms of intellectual property) or any other property or other right relating
to the company.
Iron Eagle is currently planning to develop and build a blockchain technology-based
distributed computing cloud (called nuco.cloud). The exact design of the nuco.cloud
is not yet firmly established.
After the completion of the nuco.cloud, it is planned to convert all NCDTs into Nuco
tokens (“NUCOs”) on the basis of a yet to be determined conversion factor (“token
swap”). NUCOs will be able to be used as a means of payment for computing power
through the nuco.cloud. The exact design of the NUCOs is not yet determined.

Total price including all
price components and
taxes paid by the issuer

The purchase price per NCDT is reduced until the end of a certain period:
Period
23 May 2019 - 31 July 2019
1 August 2019 - 30 September 2019
1 October 2019 - 31 December 2019
1 January 2020 - 31 March 2020
1 April 2020 - 30 June 2020

Price
EUR 0.08 per NCDT
EUR 0.16 per DCDT
EUR 0.32 per NCDT
EUR 0.64 per NCDT
EUR 1.28 per NCDT

Further price components do not exist. The price does not include sales tax, as the
parties assume that the purchase of NCDTs is not subject to VAT. If and insofar as Iron
Eagle should become liable to pay VAT, contrary to the assumption of the parties, this
cost shall be borne by the customer.
Additional costs for the
use of remote
communication means

None.

Terms of payment

NCDT are issued against payment of EUR to the business account of the issuer or in return
for the crypto currencies Bitcoin (BTC) or Ether (ETH).

Delivery and service
conditions

The NCDTs can be retrieved by the registered customer at the earliest after expiry of a
possible cancellation period, but no later than 30 days after receipt of payment at Iron
Eagle at the website https://nuco.cloud.
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How the digital content
works

To receive NCDTs, the customer must own an ERC-20 compliant crypto-wallet. This may
incur additional costs. The customer is solely responsible for the compatibility of the
crypto-wallet used and for the secure storage of the transferred tokens. Internet access
is required for the transfer or use of the NCDTs and after the token swap of the NUCOs.

Restrictions on
interoperability and digital
content compatibility

When NCDTs get transferred to a non-compatible wallet, they may become
permanently inoperative (in particular after the NUCOs token swap). NUCOs will only
work within nuco.cloud and will not be compatible with other computing clouds.

Potential additional costs

The investor must bear any costs that may be incurred in connection with the wallet that
belongs to him, as well as, where applicable, for transfers to Iron Eagle in euros (such as
transfer fees) or cryptocurrencies (for example, “gas” when paying with ether). Such
fees and charges are billed to the customer not by Iron Eagle, but by third parties. The
customer has to bear their own costs for Internet, postage, telephone, etc.

Technical steps resulting
in contract conclusion

Prerequisite for the purchase of NCDTs is registration at the https.//nuco.cloud website,
identification of the input of certain personal data, and the verification of the customer
identity by comparing the information with the uploaded document copies (such as
identity card) and the implementation of a Video-Ident procedure. We use a third-party
service provider for verification of the customer identity.
The Customer places a binding order to purchase NCDTs by clicking the “Order against
payment” button at the end of the online ordering process. Iron Eagle will accept the
customer’s purchase order as part of the online ordering process.

Storage and accessibility
of the contract

Iron Eagle stores the customer’s completed subscription order in the online order
process. It can be viewed at Iron Eagle anytime. The GTC, risk notices, and white paper
are permanently available to be viewed or downloaded on the website
https://nuco.cloud.

Technical means for
detecting and correcting
input errors

Before the customer submits a binding order by clicking the “Order against payment”
button, all previously entered data will be displayed again so that he can review it and
correct it if necessary. The investor should click the “Order against payment” button only
once he has fully verified that all information is correct.

Languages available for
the conclusion of the
contract

German, English.

Accepted forms of
payment

Payments in euros are accepted by SEPA transfer, Sofort transfer, Klarna, and
micropayment.
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Existence of a consumer
right to withdraw from the
contract

Information on the right of withdrawal
Right of withdrawal
You have the right to withdraw from this contract within fourteen days
without stating any reason.
The withdrawal period is fourteen days from the date in which you or a third
party other than the carrier designated by you have taken possession of the
goods.
To exercise your right of withdrawal, you must contact us (Iron Eagle Capital
GmbH, Flurstrasse 1, 86368 Gersthofen, Tel. (+49) 821/430 733 00, email:
info@nuco.cloud) by means of a clear statement (such as in the form of a
letter sent by mail, fax or email) about your decision to withdraw from this
contract. You can use the attached model withdrawal form, but this is not
required.
In order to maintain the withdrawal period, it is sufficient if you send the
notice that you are exercising your right of withdrawal before the expiry of
the withdrawal period.
Consequences of the withdrawal
If you withdraw from this contract, we must immediately refund all
payments we have received from you, including delivery charges (except
for the additional costs arising from your choosing a different delivery
method than the most economical standard delivery method we offer) at
the latest within fourteen days from the date on which your withdrawal
notice for this contract has reached us. We will use the same means of
payment for the refund which you used in the original transaction, unless
otherwise agreed with you. You will not be charged refund fees in any case.
We may refuse to refund until we have received the goods back or until you
have provided evidence that you have returned the goods, whichever is
earlier. You shall return or deliver the goods immediately and in any event
no later than fourteen days from the date on which you notify us of the
withdrawal from this contract to us. This period shall be deemed to have
been observed if you dispatch the goods before the expiry of the period of
fourteen days.
You shall bear the direct costs of returning the goods.
They shall be liable for any depreciation of the goods only if such
depreciation is due to handling of the goods which is not necessary to
examine their nature, properties and functionality.

Model withdrawal form
(If you want to cancel the contract, please fill out this form and return it
us.)
– To Iron Eagle Capital GmbH (Flurstrasse 1, 86368 Gersthofen, Tel.: (+49)
821/430 733 00, Email: info@nuco.cloud)
– I/we (*) hereby withdraw the contract concluded by me/us (*) for the
purchase of the following goods (*) / the provision of the following service
(*)
– Ordered on (*) / received on (*)
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– Name of the consumer(s)
– Address of the consumer(s)
– Signature of the consumer(s) (only when notified on paper)
– Date
(*) Delete as anything inappropriate.

Date: July 31, 2019
Your Iron Eagle Capital GmbH
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